
Links to Important Documents 

Room Decoder 

Parli & Extemp Topic Doc 

FAQ Document 

Slack Warm Room 
You need an invite to join our team Slack. Please have a coach or lead adult send your email 
and name to julieherman@mvlasdb.org. There will be critical tournament information in the 
Slack. If you need info on using slack, please refer to this page. 

Reporting Problems 
General problems may be reported to: 

● Your Room Monitor, in the Slack thread for the round 
● tournament@mvlasdb.org 
● 612-444-5480 (TEXT ONLY) 

 
You may report rules violations or file protests using THIS FORM. 
 
The Ethics Officer for the event will be Sarah Sherwood. You can contact her at 
sarahsherwood22@gmail.com, or report issues anonymously using THIS FORM. 

Rules 

Tier 1 Safety Rules 
We have a zero tolerance policy for behavior that makes our event unsafe for participants. 
Violators of Tier 1 Rules will be removed from the Zoom and should be reported to staff 
immediately. 

1. Participants should not make violent, sexual or other written or verbal remarks in the 
Zoom call, Zom chat. or Slack channel that would make competitors or judges feel 
unsafe.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1gDlKikDdz1PBTjsJkvlTRAHAtf6aeiijwAxIZxHd9L0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wbotQ3SYU4_2_c_M35xYdSD2X206d7UaauXJHYLns40/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EOfx-lgD6muJYou0RoZ5a520QJM3tKSvS3BKI8WgI-I/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:julieherman@mvlasdb.org
https://slack.com/help/articles/360002034727-Getting-started-for-guests
mailto:tournament@mvlasdb.org
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSehBb5IBiUlnmuJKl2yXgToO2E5RkNXHK90cNu7_NdqVfGT-A/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSexpnyiyEkmklLor14FLVr5AdffwrdLyopkNP27XUAUphcghQ/viewform?usp=sf_link


2. Participants should not use chat or file transfer to transmit violent, sexual, or other 
images or material that would make competitors or judges feel unsafe. Further, they 
should not send spam, phishing material, or harmful computer programs via chat or file 
transfer.  

3. Any Tier 2 rule violation that is school inappropriate will be treated as a Tier 1 violation. 

Tier 2 Safety Rules 
Participants not following these rules should be given a reminder/opportunity to fix their settings 
or their call area. If the issue is preventable and the participant does not correct it, the Zoom 
Room Monitor will have discretion in dealing with the issue 

1. Nothing in the call should substantially distract other participants (e.g., pets, 
flashing lights, school-inappropriate wall decor). In general, participants should not use 
the Zoom native background feature. If you have a privacy concern about showing your 
home space, please ask the Zoom Room Monitor to approve your background. 

2. Participants will edit their name in the Zoom Room to read: “FirstName LastName 
[Role]” with the name listed matching its spelling in tabroom.com. For example: 

a. Aman Shah [Room Monitor] 
b. Los Altos enters judge Jack Wang, who names himself “Jack Wang [Judge]” 
c. Mountain View enters LD competitor Ava Weinstein, who names herself “Ava 

Weinstein [Competitor]” 

Competitive Equity Rules 
The following prohibitions are meant to encourage intellectual honesty. A first instance of a 
verifiable complaint will result in a round forfeit/last rank. A second instance will result in a team 
being dropped from the tournament 

● Any type of fabrication of cards or other evidence 
● Theft of intellectual property/plagiarism (particularly construing someone else’s work as 

your own in an original speech event, or reading evidence but construing it as original 
analysis) 

● Consultation of a coach or non-partner student to acquire evidence or answers during 
the course of a debate round 

 
Some divisions are split into “novice” and “varsity.” For this event, a novice is any high school 
student who has competed in their registered event or an event in the same broad category 
(“speech” vs “debate”)  for less than one year, and has broken fewer than two times in that 
broad category. Alternatively, a novice may also be any person currently attending grade 8 or 
below with less than two years of experience. We reserve the right to collapse divisions if either 
or both divisions in an event have fewer than eight teams entered. 
 
Students who are registered in novice but found during the course of the event not to fit the 
definition will be moved to the varsity division and issued a forfeit/last rank for any rounds 



competed in the incorrect division. Students discovered to be in the wrong division in outrounds 
will be automatically eliminated, but previous outrounds will not be re-run. 

Tournament Policies & Procedures 

In General 
● There is no integration of tabroom.com and Zoom. Judges need to be prepared to 

either have two side-by-side screens up to receive and enter ballots while engaging in 
the Zoom call, or have multiple devices available. 

● Participants will enter the call with video on. Keep video on as bandwidth/connection 
strength allows. If you need a permanent exception to this, you should report the need 
beforehand. 

● Participants will enter the call on mute. Keep your audio off unless you need to ask a 
question or it is your turn to speak (see event guidelines for info on edge cases). 

● Participants who want to observe rooms  will alert Room Monitors in the Slack 
warmroom beforehand--Room Monitors will be checking against a list when clearing 
waiting rooms. 

● Participants should use laptops or desktops to enter Zoom calls, as opposed to cell 
phones or tablets, where possible. 

● Participants will use headphones or headsets. 
● Zoom file sharing utilities are on to facilitate evidence transfer. Do not abuse this. 
● Zoom chat is on to facilitate evidence transfer. Do not spam chat. We have provided a 

warm room for socializing and a helpline for issues. Room Monitors will not be checking 
Zoom chats. 

● Zoom 3rd party recording is turned off. No one at the tournament has turned in a media 
release; therefore, no recording of any kind should occur. 

Technological Failure 
If a participant has a substantial technology issue, they will have 15 minutes to fix it and return 
to the call. If the round has already started, the round will be paused. If the tech problem cannot 
be fixed within 15 minutes, the round will be considered a forfeit by the team with the tech issue 

● A team entry may debate as a maverick if the partner is not able to recover their call. 
The “reason for decision” box should contain text noting this. 

● A competitor may turn off their video and continue the round if they are able. The 
“reason for decision” box should contain text noting this. 

If a judge is having a tech failure, they should notify the help line or their Zoom Room Monitor 
immediately so a replacement can be “on deck.” 



Debate Preliminary Rounds 

Brackets 
We will have one randomly seeded round, followed by three rounds paired hi-low within win 
brackets. We will not pull entries up more than one bracket to prevent a school’s entries from 
debating each other. We are committed to breaking all 3-1 teams. 

Debate Elimination Rounds 

Brackets 
We will not break elim brackets. If teams from the same school hit each other in elim rounds, 
they should either report a walkover or debate as normal. We will use (in this order) win/loss 
record, opposition seed, speaker points - hi/low, speaker points, judge variance, and coin flips to 
determine seeing for elimination brackets. 

Coin Flips 
We will use the native tabroom.com coin flip option for elim rounds. Competitors will receive a 
blast with tabroom.com links to the choice page (make sure you have text and email blasts set 
up!). The side that wins the automated coin flip will have five minutes to choose a side. 

Specific Event Rules & Guidelines 

Extemporaneous Speech 

Prep 
Students enter the assigned Zoom “buildings”/breakout rooms at the scheduled check-in time 
and remain in for the duration of prep, but they may turn off video and mute their microphones 
while prepping. Topics will be posted in the Topic Doc linked at the top of the manual. They will 
be accompanied by a Topic Post Time and a Round/Speech Start Time. Any time elapsed 
between the Start Time and the time the students enter the breakout room and/or reactivate 
their video and microphone will count against their 15 minute Technological Failure grace 
period. All resources are fair game during prep. 



Impromptu 

Prep 
Students should enter their assigned Zoom “buildings”/breakout rooms at the scheduled time. 
Topics will be emailed or otherwise transmitted to impromptu judges, who will give them to 
students sequentially prior to each speech both by posting in the chat and reading them aloud. 
All resources are fair game during prep.  

Parliamentary Debate 

Cross-Ex 
Points of Information should be signalled via raising hands in video and/or questions written in 
chat. Points of Order should be called verbally. 

Prep 
Students enter the assigned Zoom “buildings”/breakout rooms at the scheduled check-in time 
and remain in for the duration of prep, but they may turn off video and mute their microphones 
while prepping. Topics will be posted in the Topic Doc linked at the top of the manual. They will 
be accompanied by a Topic Post Time and a Round/Speech Start Time. Any time elapsed 
between the Start Time and the time the students enter the breakout room and/or reactivate 
their video and microphone will count against their 15 minute Technological Failure grace 
period. All resources are fair game during prep. 

Policy Debate 

Cross-Ex 
Partners not involved in cross should keep microphones muted to avoid confusion. 

Public Forum 

Prelim Round Side Assignments 
You will not flip coins to decide sides or order in prelims. Sides will be assigned on 
tabroom.com, and aff will always speak first. You will flip for sides in elims (see section: 
Elimination Rounds). 

Cross-Ex 
Partners not involved in cross should keep microphones muted to avoid confusion. We 
recommend using the Zoom hand raise function in Grand Cross to reduce microphone feedback 
and sound glitches. 



Internet Use During Round 
Competitors should not communicate directly with coaches, team members, or other 
non-partner individuals during the round. Internet use to look up evidence/cut cards is 
acceptable. Judges should be aware, especially in partner events, that visible typing/texting will 
not necessarily signal a rules violation but may simply be partner-partner communication. 

Troubleshooting 
● Check your microphone and camera status. A slash through the device image in the 

bottom left hand corner of the Zoom interface indicates the device is muted. 
● Check your headphone connection, especially if using Bluetooth devices such as 

Airpods. 
● Make sure to accept breakout invitations! This is the main issue people seem to 

encounter. You cannot pick a room yourself. You will receive an invitation to your 
breakout either via a pop-up on your screen or via a notification to the window-like (four 
squares in a square) icon at the bottom center of the Zoom interface. 


